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Abstract: In this study, a reduced-order extrapolating finite difference iterative (ROEFDI) scheme holding sufficiently high 

accuracy but containing very few degrees of freedom for the two-dimensional (2D) generalized nonlinear Sine-Gordon 

equation is built via the proper orthogonal decomposition. The stability and convergence of the ROEFDI solutions are 

analyzed. And the feasibility and effectiveness of the ROEFDI scheme are verified by numerical simulations. This means that 

the ROEFDI scheme is effective and feasible for finding the numerical solutions of the 2D generalized nonlinear Sine-Gordon 

equation. 
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1. Introduction 

The Sine-Gordon equation is a nonlinear hyperbolic 

partial differential equation due to it including the 

d'Alembert operator and the sine of the unknown function. 

It was first presented by Bour in the research of surfaces of 

constant negative curvature in 1862 such as the Gauss-

Codazzi equation for surfaces of curvature (see [1]) and 

redeveloped by Frenkel and Kontorova in the research of 

crystal dislocations in 1939 (see [2]). This equation has 

attracted a lot of attention since 1970 because of the 

presence of soliton solutions. In addition, the nonlinear 

Sine-Gordon equation has also extremely vital applications 

in the field of nonlinear physics and is broadly used to 

depict lots of physical rules such as the telegraph line 

voltage variation and the collision of solitary wave (see, 

e.g., [3-6]). 

Because the Sine-Gordon equation includes a nonlinear 

term about the sine of the unknown function and its known 

data and computational domain are usually very complex, it 

has generally no analytical solution. One has to rely on 

numerical solutions. The finite difference (FD) scheme (see 

[6]) is one of the most valid numerical methods to solve the 

tow-dimensional (2D) nonlinear Sine-Gordon equation. 

However, the classical FD scheme for the 2D nonlinear Sine-

Gordon equation is a macroscale system of equations 

including lots of unknowns so as to undertake very large 

calculating load in the real-life applications. Therefore, a 

vital problem is to lessen the unknowns (i.e., degrees of 

freedom) of the classical FD scheme so that it can save the 

computing time but its numerical solutions keeps sufficiently 

high accuracy. 

The proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) technique 

(see, e.g., [8]) is a very resultful approach to lessen the 

unknowns for numerical models and alleviate the truncated 

error accumulation in the numerical calculating procedure. 

The reduce-order numerical methods based on the POD 

technique could not only save CPU time and improve 

computing efficiency, but also ensure the numerical solutions 

holding sufficiently high accuracy. In recent years, the POD 

technique has been applied in the reduced-order of the 

numerical methods (see [9-11]). In particular, the POD-based 
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reduced-order numerical methods (such as the POD-based 

reduced-order FD schemes and finite element and finite 

volume element methods as well as Galerkin spectral 

methods) have been widely applied in the numerical 

computations for PDEs (see, e.g., [12-21]). But, most 

existing reduced-order models as mentioned above were 

established via the POD basis of the classical numerical 

solutions at all time nodes, before recalculating the reduced-

order numerical solutions at the same time nodes, which are 

some worthless repeated computations. Since 2013, some 

reduced-order extrapolating approaches based on POD 

technique for PDEs have been proposed successively in 

Luo's articles [22-25] in order to avoid the meaningless 

repeated computations. 

As far as we know, there exists not any report that the 

POD method is utilized to simplify the classical FD 

scheme for the 2D generalized nonlinear Sine-Gordon 

equation. Therefore, in this work, we extend the 

approaches in [22-25] to the 2D generalized nonlinear 

Sine-Gordon equation, employing the POD technique to 

build a reduced-order extrapolating finite difference 

iterative (ROEFDI) scheme containing very few 

unknowns but having high enough accuracy. Especially, 

we are going to analyze the stability and convergence of 

the ROEFDI solutions by theoretical analysis and verify 

the feasibility and effectiveness of the ROEFDI scheme 

via numerical simulations. 

The major difference between the ROEFDI scheme and 

the POD-based existing reduced-order extrapolating 

approaches (see, e.g., [22-25]) consists in that the ROEFDI 

scheme here is implicit and unconditionally stable so that its 

theoretical analysis and numerical simulations need more 

technique than the existing those as mentioned above, which 

are conditionally stable explicit schemes. Especially, the 

ROEFDI scheme here only uses the classical FD solutions on 

the first very short time span to constitute the POD basis and 

build the ROEFDI scheme. Therefore, it not only holds the 

unconditionally stable merit of the implicit FD scheme, but 

also includes not repeated computation as References [22-

25]. Hence, it is the development and improvement over the 

existing those as mentioned above. 

The remainder of the article is arranged as follows. The 

classical FD scheme for the 2D generalized nonlinear Sine-

Gordon equation is built in Section 2. The POD basis is 

constituted in Section 3. The ROEFDI scheme for the 2D 

Sine-Gordon equation is built via the POD basis and the 

stability and convergence of the ROEFDI solutions is 

analyzed in Section 4. Some numerical simulations are 

displayed to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the 

ROEFDI scheme in Section 5. Finally, some main 

conclusions are summarized in Section 6. 

2. Classical FD Scheme for 2D Nonlinear 

Sine-Gordon Equation 

As a matter of convenience and without loss of 

universality, consider the following 2D nonlinear Sine-

Gordon equation. 

���
�
���

������ + 
 ���� − �∆� + � sin���		= �, ��, �, �� ∈ Ω × �0,  �,���, �, �� = 0, ��, �, �� ∈ !Ω × �0,  �,���, �, 0� = �"��, ��, ��, �� ∈ Ω,���#,$,"��� = �%��, ��, ��, �� ∈ Ω,
            (1) 

where	Ω = �*, +� × �*, +� ⊂ -. 	is the bounded open set with 

the boundary !Ω, ���, �, �� is an unknown function, 
 and d 

as well as �  are three known positive parameters, and ���, �, ��  and �"��, ��  as well as �%��, ��  are three given 

functions. 

The existence and uniqueness of the solution of the 

equation (1) have been provided in [6]. 

In order to make a rectangular net cutting Ω/ × 00,  1 =0*, +1. × 00,  1, let N and M be two positive integers, h=(b-

a)/N denote the spatial step and 2=T/M be the time step. 

Thus, we can get �3 = * + 4ℎ, �6 = * + 7ℎ	�4, 7 =1, 2, … , ; − 1�,	and �< = =2	�= = 1, 2, … ,>�.	 Define 

��36< ���̅ = �3,6<A% − 2�3,6< + �3,6<B%2. , 
��36< ��C = �3,6<A% − �3,6<B%22 , 
��36< �##̅ = �3A%,6< − 2�36< + �3B%,6<

ℎ. , 
��36< �$$D = �3,6A%< − 2�36< + �3,6B%<

ℎ. . 
The implicit FD scheme of the equation (1) is as follows. 

��36< ���̅ + 
��36< ��C − �0��36<A%�##̅ + E�36<A%1$$DF 
+� sinE�36< G = �3,6< ,	                         (2) 

�3,6" = �"E�3 , �6G, �3,6% − �3,6B% = 22�%E�3 , �6G.	          (3) 

Thus, by simplifying (2) and (3), we obtain 

−�H.E�3B%,6<A% + �3A%,6<A% + �3,6B%<A% + �3,6A%<A% G	 
+�1 + 0.5
2 + 4�H.��3,6<A%	 

= �0.5
2 − 1��3,6<B% + 2�3,6< − 2.� sinE�3,6< G + 2.�3,6< ,	  (4) 

�36" = �",3,6, �3,6B% = �3,6% − 22�%,3,6 ,	              (5) 

where �",3,6 = �"E�3 , �6G , �%,3,6 = �%E�3 , �6G , H = 2/ℎ  is net 

ratio. By taking = = 0 in (4) and using (5), we obtain 

−�H.E�3B%,6% + �3A%,6% + �3,6B%% + �3,6A%% G 	+ �2 + 4�H.��3,6% = 

22�1 − 0.5
2��%,3,6 + 2�",3,6 − 2.� sinE�",3,6G + 2.�3,6" .	 (6) 

Write 
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L< = ��%,%< , �.,%< , … , �MB%,%< , �%,.< , �.,.< , …, �MB%,.< , … , �%,MB%< , �.,MB%< , … , �MB%,MB%< �N 

O< = ��%,%< , �.,%< , … , �MB%,%< , �%,.< , �.,.< , … , �MB%,.< , …,	 
	�%,MB%< , �.,MB%< , … , �MB%,MB%< �N ,	 

	P�L<� = �sin��%,%< �, sin	��.,%< �, … , sin	��MB%,%< �,  
	sin��%,.< �, sin��.,.< �, … , sin��MB%,.< �, sin��%,MB%< �, 
sin	��.,MB%< �, … , sin	��MB%,MB%< ��N , 

	L% = ��%��%, �%�, �%��., �%�, … , �%��MB%, �%�, �%��%, �.�, 
	�%��., �.�, … , �%��MB%, �.�, … , �%��%, �MB%�,	 
�%��., �MB%�, … , �%��MB%, �MB%��N ,	 

	L" = ��"��%, �%�, �"��., �%�, … , �"��MB%, �%�, �"��%, �.�, 
	�"��., �.�, … , �"��MB%, �.�, … , �"��%, �MB%�,	 
�"��., �MB%�, … , �"��MB%, �MB%��N ,	 

Q =
R
SST
−2 1 	0	1 −2 	1	0 1 −2

⋯	 0 	0⋯	 0 	0⋱	 0 	0	⋮	 ⋮	 ⋱	0	 0	 00	 0	 0 	⋱ ⋱ ⋮⋱ −2 1⋯ 	1 −2X
YYZ,	 

[ =
R
SS
ST
−2 ⋯\	M	]^_`a 	1	⋮ −2 	⋱	1 ⋱ −2

0	 ⋯ 	0⋱	 ⋱ 	⋮⋱	 ⋱ 	0
	0	 ⋱	 ⋱	⋮	 0	 ⋱0	 0	 0 	⋱ ⋱ 1⋱ −2 ⋮1 ⋯bM	]^_`a −2X

YY
YZ.	 

Then, the matrix forms of (4) and (6) are as follows. 

	cL<A% 

= �0.5
2 − 1�L<B% + 2L< − 2.�P�L<� + 2.O< ,	    (7) 

c%d% = L% + 2L" − 2.�P�L"� + 2.O",	         (8) 

where = = 1,2, … , ; − 1, c = �1 + 0.5
2�e + �H.�Q + [�,c% = 2e + �H.�Q + [�,	and I is the unit matrix. 

Define the norm of matrix cf by g	cfg.,. = sup#j"g	cfkg./‖	k‖. , where ‖	k‖.  denotes the norm of vector x. The 

classical FD scheme (7) and (8) has the following results. 

Theorem 1. If � ∈ mn��0,  1; p"%�Ω� ∩ p.�Ω�� is the exact 

solution for the 2D nonlinear Sine-Gordon equation, then the 

classical FD scheme (7) and (8) has a unique set of solutions rL<s<t%u , which is conditionally stable and has the following 

error estimates 

gLf< − L<g. = v�ℎ., 2.�, = = 1,2, … ,>,            (9) 

where Lf< = ����%, �%, �<�, ���., �% , �<�, … , ���MB%, �%, �<�, �E�%, �.,, �<G, ���., �., �<�, … , ���MB%, �., �<�, … , ���%, �MB%,		�<�, ���., �MB%, �<�, … , ���MB%, �MB%, �<��N  are formed by 

the exact solution 

Proof. It is easily known that the matrices w and w% both 

are positive definite. Therefore, the classical FD scheme (7) 

and (8) has a unique set of solutions rd<s<t%u . 

By the properties of the matrix norm (see, e.g., [26]), we 

have ‖	cB%‖.,. ≤ �1 + 0.5
2�B%  and ‖	c%B%‖.,. ≤ 1/2. 
Because ‖	P�L<�‖. ≤ ‖	L<‖., when 2 is sufficiently small, 

from (8) and (7), we have 

‖L%‖. ≤ %. 0‖L%‖. + �2 + 2.��‖L"‖. + 2.‖O"‖.1,	  (10) 

‖L<A%‖. ≤ 1 − 0.5
21 + 0.5
2 ‖L<B%‖. + 21 + 0.5
2 ‖L<‖.	 
	+ 2.�1 + 0.5
2 ‖P�L<�‖. + 2.1 + 0.5
2 ‖O<‖. 

	≤ ‖L<‖. + 1 − 0.5
21 + 0.5
2 �‖L<B%‖. + ‖L<‖.� 
	+ y�z%A".{|y ‖L<‖. + y�uf}%A".{|y,                           (11) 

where = = 1,2, … ,> − 1, and	>f� = max%�<�u‖O<‖.. 
By summing (11) from 1 to = − 1, we have 

‖L<‖. ≤ >" + >2.>f�1 + 0.5
2 + 2 − 
2 + 2.�1 + 0.5
2 �gL3g.
<B%
3t"

, 
= = 1,2, … ,>,	                                 (12) 

where >" = 0‖L%‖. + �2 + 2.��‖L"‖. + 2.‖O"‖.1/2.  
By using Gronwall’s inequality (see, e.g., [7, 26]), from 

(12), we have 

‖d<‖. ≤ �>" + uy�uf}%A".{|y� exp �.B|yAy�z%A".{|y �,	                (13) 

where = = 1,2, … ,>.  Thus, when 00, T1  is the finite time 

span, > =  /2  is a finite integer so that the set of FD 

solutions rL<s<t%u  are bounded. Therefore, by Lax’s stability 

theorem (see, e.g., [7, 26]), we easily deduce that the FD 

solutions rL<s<t%u  are unconditionally stable. By Taylor’s 

formulas or the procedure of (2), we easily deduce the error 

estimates (9), which completes the proof of Theorem 1. 

If ���, �, �� , �"��, �� , �%��, �� , 2 , ℎ , and parameters 
	and	� as well as d are given, then we can get a set of FD 

solutions rd<s<t"u  by solving (7) and (8). A subset rL<s<t"�  

(usually � ≪ >), called as the snapshots, is extracted from 

the first � solution vectors of rL<s<t"u . 

Remark 1. In this work, we adopt a simpler linearizing 

implicit FD scheme to discrete the 2D nonlinear Sine-Gordon 

equation, but the ideas and approaches here can be easily 

extended other FD schemes, for example, staggered direction 

FD scheme. 

3. Constitution of POD Basis 

Let c� = �L", L%, … , L�� . The matrix c�  has the 

following singular value decomposition (SVD): 
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c� = L� ��� �� ����N , 
where L� = E�%, �., … , ��MB%��G ∈ -�MB%��×�MB%�� , and �� 	= ��%, �., … , ��A%� ∈ -��A%�×��A%�  are, separately, two 

orthogonal matrices consisting of the orthonormal 

eigenvectors of the c�c�N  and c�Nc� , �� = diag��%, �., … , ��� ∈ -�×�  is the diagonal matrix 

associated with c�, and �6 > 0 (7 = 1,2, … , H =rank(c��) are 

the positive singular values arranged decreasingly. The 

relationship between the positive singular values of the 

matric c� with the positive eigenvalues of the matric c�c�N  

is �6 = �6 (7 = 1,2, … , H). 

Because the number of mesh nodes �; − 1�.  is much 

greater than the number of the snapshots �� + 1� , so the 

order �; − 1�.	 of matrix c�c�N  is much greater than the 

order �� + 1� of matrix c�Nc�, but their nonzero eigenvalues 

are identical. Thus, we firstly find out the eigenvectors 

��	�4 = 1,2, … , H�  of c�Nc� , then we immediately obtain H	�	H ≤ � + 1�  eigenvectors associated with the nonzero 

eigenvalues for matrix c�c�N  via the formula �3 = c��3/�3 	�4 = 1,2, … , H�. 
Let cu� = ∑ �6u�6t% �6�6N , where �6  ( 7 = 1,2, … ,>� ) are 

the first >�  singular values of matrix �� , �6  and �6  (7 =1,2, … ,>�) are the first >� eigenvectors of matrices d�	and �� , separately. If >� < H = rank (c�� , by means of the 

relationship between the spectral radius with the matrix 

norm, we obtain the next formula (see, e.g., [17]) 

	 min_����� ��u�gc� −Qfg.，. =gc� − cu�g.,.	 
	= ‖c� −¡¡Nc�‖.,. = �u�A%,                     (14) 

where ¡ = ��%, �., … , �u��. 
Write 

L¢< = ��¢,%,%< , 	�¢,.,%< , … , 	�¢,MB%,%< , �¢,%,.< , 	�¢,.,.< , … , �¢.MB%,.< , … , �%,MB%< , �.,MB%< , … , �MB%,MB%< �N	�= = 1,2, … , � + 1� 
as the � + 1  column vectors of matrix cu�  and £<	�= =1,2, … , � + 1� as the unit vectors with n-th component being 

1. Then, by means of the norm properties for vectors and 

matrices, we obtain 

‖L< − L¢<‖. = ‖L< −¡¡NL<‖. = g�c� − cu��	£<g.	 
≤ gc� − cu�g.,.‖	£<‖. = �u�A%,	            (15) 

where = = 1,2, … , � + 1.	 The formula (15) implies that L¢< = ¡¡NL<  is the optimum approximation to L< . We 

deduce from (14) and (15) that ¡ = ��%, �., … , �u�� is a 

set of optimal basis, which is called as a series of POD basis. 

4. ROEFDI Scheme for 2D Sine-Gordon 

Equation 

If the ROEFDI solutions are still denoted by L¢< =��¢,%,%< , �¢,.,%< , … , �¢,MB%,%< , �¢,%,.< , �¢,.,.< , … , �¢.MB%,.< , … , �%,MB%< ,	 �.,MB%< , … , �MB%,MB%< �N	�= = 1,2, … , � + 1,… ,>�  and put ¤< 	= E�%<, �.< , . . , �u�< GN�= = 1,2, … , � + 1,… ,>�,  from the 

Section 3, we have gained the first �	�� ≤ >�  ROEFDI 

solutions L¢< = ¡¡NL< =:¡¤<	�= = 1,2, … , �� . Thus, if 

the solution vectors L<	�= = � + 1, � + 2,… ,>�  for the 

classical FD scheme (7) are approximated by L¢< =¡¤<	�= = � + 1, � + 2,… ,>� , i.e., L<  are replaced with L¢< = ¡¤<	�= = � + 1, � + 2,… ,>� , we can obtain the 

ROEFDI scheme based on the POD basis as follows. 

��
� ¡¤< = ¡¡NL< , 1 ≤ = ≤ �;	c¡¤<A% = �0.5
2 − 1�¡¤<B% + 2¡¤<	−2.�P�¡¤<� + 2.O<, � ≤ = ≤ > − 1,L¢< = ¡¤< , 1 ≤ = ≤ >,

	            (16) 

where L<	�1 ≤ = ≤ �� are the known classical FD solution 

vectors of (7). The ROEFDI scheme (16) is simplified as 

follows. 

��
� ¤< = ¡NL< , 1 ≤ = ≤ �;	¡Nc¡¤<A% = �0.5
2 − 1�¤<B% + 2¤<	−2.�¡NP�¡¤<� + 2.¡NO< , � ≤ = ≤ > − 1,L¢< = ¡¤< , 1 ≤ = ≤ >.

	      (17) 

The system of equations (16) or (17) is called as the 

ROEFDI scheme. Because the FD scheme (7) includes �; − 1�. unknowns at each time node, whereas the ROEFDI 

scheme (17) at the same node only includes >� unknowns 

and >� ≪ �; − 1�2 . Therefore, we can clearly realize the 

advantage of the ROEFDI scheme (17). 

There are the following main results of the existence, 

stability, and convergence of the ROEFDI solutions for the 

ROEFDI scheme (17). 

Theorem 2. Under the conditions of Theorem 1, the 

ROEFDI scheme (17) has a unique set of solutions rL¢<s<t%u , 

which is unconditionally stable and has the following error 

estimates: 

‖L< − L¢<‖. ≤ ¦ §�u�A%, 1 ≤ = ≤ �,¨�=�§�u�A%, � + 1 ≤ = ≤ >,	       (18) 

where L<	�1 ≤ = ≤ ;� are the classical FD solution vectors 

of (7) and ¨�=� = .%A".{|y exp ©�= − �� �.B|yAy�z%A".{|y �ª. 
Further, the	ROEFDI	solutions	rL�=s==1> have the following 

error estimates: 

gLf< − L¢<g. 	=		
= ´ vEℎ., 2., §�u�A%G, 1 ≤ = ≤ �，	vEℎ., 2., ¨�=�§�u�A%G, � + 1 ≤ = ≤ >,       (19) 

where Lf<  (= = 1,2,… ,> ) are the vectors formed by the 
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exact solution. 

Proof. By using L¢< = ¡¤=�= = 1, 2,… ,>�,  the 

ROEFDI scheme (16) is reverted into the following form 

L¢< = ¡¡Nd< , 1 ≤ = ≤ �;                     (20) 

cL¢<A% = �0.5
2 − 1�L¢<B% + 2L¢< 

	−2.�P�L¢<� + 2.O<, � ≤ = ≤ > − 1.               (21) 

Because the classical FD solutions L<	�= = 1, 2, … ,>� 
are known and bounded, when = = 1, 2, … , �, from (20), 

we obtain unique solutions L¢< = ¡¡NL<	�= = 1, 2, … , ��. 
Moreover, when = = � + 1, � + 2,… ,> , by using the 

same approaches as proving Theorem 1, we easily prove 

that the ROEFDI scheme (21) has a unique set of 

solutions rL¢<s<t�A%u  and the ROEFDI solutions rL¢<s<t�A%u  are unconditionally bounded. Therefore, the 

ROEFDI scheme (17) has a unique set of solutions rL¢<s<t%u  and, by Lax’s stability theorem (see, e.g., 

[7,26]), it is concluded that the ROEFDI solutions rL¢<s<t%u  are unconditionally stable. 

When = = 1,2, … , �, from (15), we immediately obtain the 

following error estimates 

‖L< − L¢<‖. = ‖L< −¡¡NL<‖. ≤ §�u�A%,       (22) 

where = = 1,2, … , �. 

Let µ< = L< − L¢< . By Lagrange’s mean value theorem, 

we have ‖P�L<� − P�L¢<�‖. ≤ ‖L< − L¢<‖. ≤ ‖µ<‖.. 
Because ‖	wB%‖.,. ≤ �1 + 0.5
2�B% , when = = � + 1, � +2,… ,>, from (7) and (21), we have 

	‖µ<A%‖. ≤ ‖�0.5
2 − 1�cB%µ<B% + 2cB%µ<‖.	 
+	‖2.�0P�L<� − ¶�L¢<�1‖. 

	≤ ‖µ<‖. + 1 − 0.5
21 + 0.5
2 �‖µ<B%‖. + ‖µ<‖.� 
	+ y�z%A".{|y ‖µ<‖..	                                      (23) 

By summing (23) from � to = − 1 and using (22) and the 

Gronwall inequality (see, e.g., [7, 26]), we have 

‖µ<‖. ≤ 21 + 0.5
2 ·�u�A% + 2 − 
2 + 2.�1 + 0.5
2 �gµ3g.
<B%
3t�

 

≤ ¨�=�§�u�A%, � + 1 ≤ = ≤ >.              (24) 

Combining (22) with (24) yields (18). Combining 

Theorem 1 with (18) yields (19). Thus, we accomplish the 

proof of Theorem 2. 

Remark 2. The error factors §�u�A%  and ¨�=� =.%A".{|y exp ©�= − �� �.B|yAy�z%A".{|y �ª in Theorem 2 are caused for 

reducing order of the classical FD scheme and for the 

extrapolating iteration, respectively. They can be used as the 

suggestions that one chooses the number >� of POD bases 

and renew the POD bases in actual computing such that the 

ROEFDI solutions achieve the desirable accuracy. 

5. Numerical Experiments 

In the equation (1), we take �"��, �� = �1 − cos¹��	�1 − cos ¹��,		 �%��, �� = �cos¹� − 1�	�1 − cos¹��, ���, �, �� = −¹.�cos¹� + cos¹� −2cos¹� cos¹��exp�−�� +2 sin0�1 − cos ¹���1 − cos ¹��exp�−��1. 
Thus, an analytical solution ���, �, �� = �1 −cos ¹��	�1 − cos ¹��exp�−��  for equation (1) can been 

obtained. 

Consider the numerical simulations in Ω/ = 00, 21 × 00, 21. 
Denote the analytical solution matrix by �º = �Lf%, Lf., … , Lfu�,  the classical FD solution matrix by �% = �L%, L., … , Lu�, and the ROEFDI solution matrix with 

the POD basis generating by the first �  rows in �%  by �. = �L¢% , L¢. , … , L¢u� . Write »��º, �¼� = ‖�º − �¼‖.,.	�½ =1,2�. Denote the operating time of the classical FD and the 

ROEFDI scheme by �%�¾�  and �.�¾� , respectively. When 2 = 0.05 and	ℎ = 1/20,	Table 1 exhibits the errors between 

the analytical solution �º and the ROEFDI solutions �. with 

varying number >� of the POD basis. 

Table 1. The errors between the accurate solution with the ROEFDI solutions at T=10. 

	¿� 1 3 5 7 »��º,�.� 8.6406 × 10BÂ 6.6028 × 10BÂ 6.6823 × 10BÂ 6.5968 × 10BÂ 

By reckoning, we have obtained that the error between the analytical solution and the classical FD solution at  = 10 is »��º, �%� = 6.6034 × 10BÂ. Thus, Table 1 reveals that the error between the errors between the analytical solution and the 

ROEFDI solutions with varying numbers >� of POD basis closes very to the analytical solution and the FD solution at  =10. 

Table 2. The errors between classical FD solutions and ROEFDI solutions as well as operating time at T=10. 

	¿� 1 3 5 7 »��%, �.� 4.1559 × 10BÂ 5.6413 × 10B{ 2.1558 × 10B{ 1.6365 × 10B{ �.�¾� 19.69l 21.41 23.14 24.41 

 

Table 2 exhibits the errors between the classical FD 

solution matrix �%  and the ROEFDI solution matrix �.  as 

well as their implementing time with varying numbers >� of 

POD basis. 

We have reckoned that the implementing time finding the 

FD solution at T=10 is �%�¾�=107.18s. Thus, table 2 reveals 
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that the implementing time ��.�¾� ≤ 24.41s�  seeking the 

ROEFDI solution is far fewer than that finding the classical 

FD solution ��%�¾�=107.18s). 

Tables 1 and 2 reveal also that the numerical errors 

correspond with the theoretical errors because the errors 

between the analytical solution and the classical FD one and 

between the analytical solution and the ROEFDI one have 

been very small, but the errors between the classical FD 

solution and the ROEFDI one is smaller and the 

implementing time of the ROEFDID solution is fewer than 

that of the classical one. Therefore, the ROEFDI scheme is 

high-efficiency and reliable for the 2D nonlinear Sine-

Gordon equation and alleviates greatly computing load. 

 

Figure 1. The classical FD solution at t=10. 

 

Figure 2. The ROEFDI solution at t=10. 

 

Figure 3. The error between the classical FD solution and the ROEFDI 

solution at t=10. 

When 2 � 0.05, 5 � 1/20,  � 10, 	>� � 3,  the classical 

FD solution and the ROEFDI one as well as the error 

between them are depicted graphically in Figures 1 and 2 as 

well as 3 at  � 10, respectively. Figures 1 and 2 exhibit 

quasi-identical similarity. However, the ROEFDI solution is 

better than the classical FD one due to using more initial 

data, i.e., three POD bases and containing very unknowns as 

well as lessening the truncated error accumulation. Figure 3 

shows that the error between the classical FD solution with 

the ROEFDI solution is very small, but the implementing 

time seeking the ROEFDI solution has been greatly lessened. 

6. Conclusions 

In this article, the ROEFDI scheme for the 2D generalized 

nonlinear Sine-Gordon equation has been built by means of 

the POD technique. First, the ensemble of date is extracted 

from the first few FD solutions for the 2D nonlinear Sine-

Gordon equation. And then, the POD basis of the ensemble is 

formulated by means of the POD technique and the ROEFDI 

scheme having sufficiently high accuracy but containing very 

few unknowns is built by replacing the unknowns of FD 

scheme with the linear-combination of the POD bases. 

Finally, the stability and convergence of the ROEFDI 

solutions are analyzed. The numerical simulations have 

expressed that the numerical errors between the classical FD 

solutions and the ROEFDI ones correspond with the 

theoretical results. This implies that the ROEFDI scheme is 

high-efficiency and reliable for solving the 2D nonlinear 

Sine-Gordon equation. 

Although we restrict our technique to the 2D nonlinear 

Sine-Gordon equation on the domain Ω/=[a, b]�[a, b], our 

approach can extend to the more general domains, even 

extend to the more complicated engineering problems. 

Therefore, our technique has important applied prospect. 
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